What Our Players Say
My favorite thing
I have ever done.
– Jake

The whole experience, every little hint and
detail, was intriguing and fun, and stayed

You allowed me to experience a story in

in my mind for months afterward. Great

which I could take part and simultaneously

adventure and the mystique that you’ve
managed to keep around it is a tiny little bit
of mystery that everyone craves in today’s

observe. I cannot truly say how wonderful I think
this medium of storytelling is. I hope for a future
full of such augmented reality games, where fact

secular and scientific world.
– Sullivan

and fiction in relationship to space become blurred
and stories of magic and transcendence can be fully
embraced. I am ever on the lookout for another
experience like this, and have a light melancholy

The entire
experience was
a wonderfully
eye-opening
creative gift.
– Carolee

because I doubt there is one.

This needs to be
expanded. More cities,
more places. It’s amazing.
– Jim
This has been
THE most well put together experience I have ever
The best part of this experience has been
had. It’s unbelievably well
the (re-)discovery of hidden corners of
developed and smart, and
the landscape that become so familiar
worthwhile.
and banal from daily viewing. It creates
– Ray
a little pocket of true augmented
reality, which I am eager to have friends
experience as well.
– Stephanie

- Corbin
The Games of
Nonchalance truly moved me. I came to San
Francisco alone, on vacation. Rejected by a love
interest who lives in Oakland, lonely, poor, and
depressed, I decided to go to the Jejune Institute
as a last ditch effort to give San Francisco one more
shot. And how happy I am that I did. I connected
with the city in ways that I would have never
connected. … [It] transcends just a game, it was a
life changing experience.
- Landon

